After the events of the past few days, it is with heavy hearts that we are reminded again of our need for a Saviour—and the hope of a new and better life in Him.  ~Steve
By Stanley Maxwell

Missionary, teacher, and author, Stanley Maxwell, has put together his favorite "Sabbath" stories from around the globe. Some he heard as a child, others people have told him through the years, and some he has experienced himself. Him Big God Day is full of amazing stories of how people were blessed by their faithfulness to God's holy law.

By John Nixon

In Redemption in Genesis, John S. Nixon looks for Jesus in the Bible's beginning, and draws new, refreshing lessons from the familiar, well-rehearsed stories in Genesis. Through the filter of Jesus Christ, even the metaphors and symbols of Genesis reveal redemption anew as that which compels us to complete self-abandonment and reliance on Him.

A special compilation of Christmas Hymns from Buddy and three of his talented friends, Linda Sears, Dan Grentz and Ramon Weber. Songs include "Medley of Joy", "For God So Loved the World", "Hear the Bells", and "A Cradle, a Cross and a Crown". $3.00 off for the rest of December.

God

By Shawn Brace

Author Shawn Brace brings remarkable insight to a topic in grave danger of becoming commonplace: grace. The heart of the Old Testament reveals a God who loves. A God who cares. A God who pursues. If the word grace has lost it resonance for you, Pursued will powerfully realign its significance and experience in the life of anyone burnt out by "playing" church.